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A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR

True freedom consists of escaping the prison of prejudices and 
conventionalisms and forming our own opinions, even if they 
go against the grain. This is why, in a world of extremisms and 
intolerance, writing books about the power of love, respect, and 
tolerance strikes me as a most revolutionary act. Now that the 
Spanish Civil War and other twentieth- century conf licts are 
viewed through various sectarian prisms, it is more pressing than 
ever to recover the antiquated values of equity, historic rigor, and 
love for the truth.

The Swiss Nurse is a novel based on the testimonies of doz-
ens of refugees who crossed the French border hoping to escape 
certain death. The French government published the following 
statistics in its Valière Report from March 9, 1939: of the 440,000 
Spanish refugees in southern France at the time, 220,000 were 
soldiers, 170,000 were women, children, and older adults, and 
another 50,000 were people with injuries or disabilities.

The Mediterranean beaches of southern France hosted the 
improvised camps thrown up by French authorities to deal with 
the avalanche of humanity that became known as the Retirada, or 
the Retreat. The French government had estimated that around 
40,000 Spaniards would cross the border at the end of the war, 
and at a slow rate. Yet the fall of Barcelona at the beginning of 
1939 kicked off one of the most severe humanitarian crises of the 
twentieth century.
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The first camps were Argelès- sur- Mer, Saint- Cyprien, and Le 
Barcarès, in the department of Pyrénées- Orientales. They were 
barely more than sandy beaches, with a few barracks for camp 
administration. The earliest refugees had to improvise shelters 
fashioned with reeds and blankets. Without clean drinking water, 
with poor food rations, and with terrible overcrowding, death and 
disease spread widely.

Among the most vulnerable groups were the children, who 
always suffer the consequences of the terrible decisions of their 
elders and the horrors that war produces. Children are the expi-
atory victims of all human conf licts. The protagonists are their 
parents, grandparents, guardians, and the adults who decide to 
f lee their countries or are forced to by circumstances. The losers 
of wars and conflicts go into exile. That may be their decision, but 
the children themselves have no honor or ideology to preserve. 
Their exile is in exchange for nothing. Thus they are forever for-
gotten in history books, novels, and movies.

Elisabeth Eidenbenz, together with the members of the 
Association to Aid Children in War, knew very well the horror 
and suffering that was unleashed during the three long years of 
the Spanish Civil War. She watched as many Republicans f led the 
Republic, which crumbled by the day. As she saw the suffering of 
mothers and children in the refugee camps, she decided to take 
action. Her travels throughout the beaches of southern France 
showed her the fear and desperation of women who did not even 
have drinking water to offer their babies. She saw mothers cov-
ering their infants in sand to keep them warm and attempting to 
give them sea water for their thirst. And so she opened the Elne 
maternity hospital to offer respite and care for pregnant moth-
ers and their babies. Some 597 children graced the halls of the 
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maternity hospital, and their lives were preserved. With the Nazi 
occupation of France and the arrival of Jewish refugees, the mater-
nity hospital became a hub of shelter and assistance.

I visited the Elne maternity hospital in the spring of 2011. It 
was at the end of a trip that had taken me across half of France 
and which was the seedbed for my book Children of the Stars. On 
one of the last days, I went with a group of journalists, writers, 
professors, and Protestant pastors to the maternity hospital. It is 
now a museum. Our hearts broke as we toured the various rooms 
and saw the videos and images of our compatriots stranded in a 
strange and hostile land. When our group met back up in the yard, 
we were all red eyed and speechless. The story had been a punch 
to the gut.

In the summer of 2018, I returned to the area with my fam-
ily. We visited the Argelès Camp Memorial, and I was once again 
bowed over with the grief and sadness. My maternal grandfather 
may have been among those desperate souls escaping certain 
death. After the war he was declared missing.

The Swiss Nurse is the story of the Elne maternity hospital and 
some of the women who found in that peaceful haven enough 
hope and strength to keep going.

I hope this book offers a glimpse of what is most free and 
authentic about humanity, both in our tremendous humanity 
and in our destructive inhumanity. This is the story of one dark 
moment and the bright light that certain people give off in defi-
ance of the darkness of a fanaticized world.

MADRID, September 1, 2021
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PROLOGUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO, UNITED STATES

December 24, 1995

I had always been aware of the f leeting nature of life. This anxious 
sensation drove me to rush each minute as if any second could 
be my last. When we would visit my grandmother Isabel at her 
house outside of town and by the sea, she would always say that 
as time marched inexorably on, all the people we had ever loved 
went slowly and quietly by the wayside. Our parents, friends, 
and teachers disappeared from our lives and never returned. Her 
words made an impression on me, though I was too young to 
understand the void of forgetfulness. But I liked listening to her 
talk. She had a strange accent, and I would listen while staring at 
the crackling fire in the hearth. That is when I felt safest in life. I 
have been chasing that sensation ever since.

My parents divorced, and then my grandfather died, and it felt 
like the ground was splitting open beneath my feet as I navigated 
dorm life at college. The only thing that made me feel calm and 
steady was visiting my grandmother. She had been in a retirement 
home for several years by then, biding her time before going to 
her eternal resting place. Some Sunday afternoons as we lazily 
watched the facility’s garden, she would talk about the past. Yet 
she never went anywhere near anything that had to do with the 
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war she had lived through in Spain. Perhaps it had been so painful 
that silence was the only weapon strong enough to face it.

On one long, chilly winter afternoon, my grandmother closed 
her eyes brief ly and smiled, as if her soul had caught a glimpse 
of something sweet. I turned toward her and witnessed her last 
breath, exhaled with deep peace. I squeezed her wrinkled hand— it 
was still warm— and rested my head on her shoulder. There went 
my home forever.

The next day, barely a dozen of us gathered for a simple burial. 
Almost all of my grandparents’ friends and acquaintances had died 
long ago. My mom placed a red carnation on the casket before the 
frozen clods of dirt started to cover it. My parents left, each going 
their separate way, but I went back to my grandmother’s room to 
pack up her few remaining personal items.

Along with her condolences, the aide gave me an empty box 
to take to the room. My chest tightened as I entered. The soul had 
left the place. I gathered up photos, books, pieces of silver jew-
elry, a few gold- plated bracelets, my grandfather’s old Bible, and 
an antique fountain pen. Then I sensed that I was being watched. 
I turned and saw an old woman at the door. Her large dark eyes 
stood out in the nearly wrinkle- free, dark face surrounded by curly 
white hair.

“I’m so sorry, honey,” she said with a kindness that was remi-
niscent of my grandmother’s.

“Thank you.”
“I’m Melody Jackson. My room’s right next door.”
“Oh, yes, my grandmother talked about you.”
“We’ve never met because my son takes me to church on 

Sundays and then to eat— I can’t miss a week of his famous chicken 
and dumplings.”
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“It’s so nice to meet you. I’m finished, though, and am 
headed out.”

“You go right along. Young people are always full of things 
to do and places to go. Around here, time is the only thing we’ve 
got too much of,” she said with a smile. Though her teeth were 
worn and a bit yellowed, the woman still retained something of 
her youthful beauty.

“I’m sure.”
“I’m going to miss our dear Isabel. What a hard life she had 

before coming to our country.”
That comment brought me up short. I put the box on top of 

the dresser. “Did she talk to you about growing up in Spain?”
“It’s pretty much all we talked about . . . about how she met 

your grandfather, how handsome he was, their love story in 
Barcelona, how terrible the war was, all about France and about 
Elisabeth, the woman who saved her life.”

Mrs. Jackson lowered herself into a sitting position at the edge 
of the bed, and I sat back in my grandmother’s favorite armchair. 
Hardly daring to breathe, I asked quietly, “Would you tell me that 
story?”

“Which one, dear?”
“All of them. I want to know everything.”
Mrs. Jackson smiled, laced her fingers together, and nodded 

slightly. “What I’ve got to tell can’t be said in one afternoon or 
even a week. It’s the story of an entire life. I hope I can remember 
it all and get it in order.”

I leaned forward to listen as if to Mnemosyne herself, the 
Greek goddess of memory and the mother of the nine Muses who 
inspired all human arts.

“Your grandmother’s story could begin so many different 
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ways, in different times and places, but I suppose the best thing is 
to start at the very beginning. Isabel was born into a modernist 
house in Barcelona, at 658 Gran Vía. She had no business being 
born in such a fancy place, but her mother had worked in that 
house for over a decade. Your great- grandmother, Ramona, didn’t 
want her daughter growing up as a servant, and I can understand 
that. I spent my whole life taking care of other people’s children. 
That’s why she tried to make a different future possible for her 
daughter. The world was changing, and Ramona thought it was 
high time for the Dueñas family to come into their own. What 
your great- grandmother didn’t know was that the twentieth cen-
tury so many people had dreamed about would end up being one 
of the worst eras of all times. Men would kill one another for 
their ideals and their dreams of making a new world. They nearly 
dragged the entire planet right down into the abyss and managed 
to turn life into one long night of suffering.”
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O N E

Isabel

BARCELONA

January 17, 1939

“If you don’t expect the unexpected, you’ll never find it.” That was 
one of the first phrases Peter said to me in his wretched Spanish. 
He loved books and traveling and wanted the life of an adventurer, 
though he by no means looked the part. His round glasses, his 
small, blue eyes that were always awake and curious, his straight 
blond hair that was starting to recede from his temples, and his 
skinny frame did not quite turn him into movie- star glamour-
ous. But he was a fast runner and apparently a marksman par 
excellence.

We had not seen each other in months. He had asked me to 
go to Barcelona for safety, doubting that the Republic could hold 
out for another year of war. I was so hopelessly in love with that 
gangly Yankee that all I wanted by that point in the war was to 
spend the rest of my life at his side.

Susana was beside me sewing military uniforms. She looked 
up at the roof, then turned to me. Her eyes held a fear and anguish 
I had not seen in some time. Then we heard the motors of the 
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planes that f lew above the City of Counts and the whistle of 
bombs falling.

We jumped up from our sewing machines and the khaki mate-
rial and ran. Some twenty- five women were trying to get through 
the door when a loud bang shook the building and shattered the 
windows. We covered our faces with our hands and ducked down. 
Some of my colleagues wet themselves. All our pushing and shov-
ing managed to break the bottleneck at the door. Matilde and 
Monserrat had fallen, and the others were trampling them in their 
attempt to f lee. I pulled them up and then grabbed for Ana. She 
was only fifteen, with blond hair and an angelic face, and was so 
slight I wondered how she was managing to survive. She rubbed 
her side and groaned, as if a rib had been broken. I supported her 
on my shoulder, and we ran as best we could to the shelter in the 
basement of a nearby building.

Fire and smoke billowed up from the building that had been 
our workshop and home for the past few months. Meanwhile, we 
took the stairs down to the basement two by two, all the while try-
ing not to trip. My mind raced with what I was going to do now. 
Peter was at the front somewhere in Tarragona, and here I was in 
a besieged city that was about to fall into Fascist hands.

The last woman down closed the shelter door, and we all 
huddled together in the darkness. It was freezing, and we were 
all so thin. Food had become more and more scarce, and we were 
constantly hungry and cold.

Susana f licked a lighter, and for a moment we all stared at 
the tiny blue f lame. “We’ve got to get out of Barcelona. Fermín 
told me the Fascists are less than fifteen miles from the city. He 
works in Prime Minister Negrín’s office. The Red general has 
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already given up. The only thing that might change things is war 
in Europe.”

I knew Susana was right, but I had promised Peter I would 
stay in Barcelona. I had no way of getting word to him, and if I left 
for France, I was afraid I would never see him again.

“Ana is waiting for Mike, like I’m waiting for Peter. But I know 
we have to get out of here,” I answered.

Susana frowned. She was not very fond of Ana and thought 
her a fussy little bourgeoise with revolutionary airs.

A bomb must have fallen very close because the shelter shook 
violently, and a rain of dust set us all to coughing. We returned 
to darkness. Once the bombing stopped, we went back out to the 
street, and the light of day blinded us. I shaded my eyes with my 
hand and tried to make out what was left of our building. It was 
little more than a pile of rubble. Somewhere inside was everything 
I had managed to save from Madrid, where I had met Peter and 
where our love story began. Since then, I had been f leeing with no 
precise destiny— first to Alicante, then to Valencia, and finally to 
Barcelona, the city where I was born but knew no one anymore.

“I have nothing left,” I said, my head dropping low.
“None of us do,” Susana pointed out. “But at least we’ll travel 

light.”
With the rest of our seamstress colleagues, we watched the 

fire burn and turn everything back into the dust from which it 
had come. Then we all realized something at the same time. The 
sound of shouting reached us from among the f lames. We ran as 
close as we could and tried to see who it was.

“It’s Neus!” Monserrat said. Neus was our manager, and both 
she and Monserrat were from L’Hospitalet. They had known each 
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other since childhood. Monserrat made to go forward into the 
f lames, but the heat was unbearable and the smoke asphyxiating.

“You can’t!” I said, grabbing for her hand.
“I can’t let her burn alive!” Monserrat hollered and shook off 

my hand. She braced herself and ran straight into the burning 
building. We all stood paralyzed, waiting for the remaining struc-
ture to cave in at any moment.

“Get water!” I shouted. We scrambled to find things and 
started throwing buckets of water at the f lames, hoping to at least 
ease their path out if possible.

The smoke blackened our faces, and we were sweating pro-
fusely with the heat, but we saw two figures emerge. Monserrat 
was dragging Neus, and they made it to the street just seconds 
before the rest of the building crashed. We doused them with 
water then wrapped them in wet blankets. It was true— we could 
not put it off any longer. If we did not get out of Barcelona, the city 
would become our tomb.

Elisabeth

LA JUNQUERA

January 17, 1939

Elisabeth Eidenbenz sat in the passenger seat of Zwingli, the old 
bus donated by the Swiss Samaritan Federation. She had not yet 
been in Spain a full two years and was already escaping while 
the country fell apart all around her. She wiped her tears with 
the sleeve of the coat that she wore over her Red Cross uniform. 
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Beside her, Miguel, one of the nine hundred children Elisabeth 
had helped escape from Madrid at the end of 1937, looked up and 
asked, “Why are you crying, Miss Elisabeth?”

The young woman did not know what to say. She tried to 
erase the tear tracks from her face and replace them with a smile. 
She had been brought up within the strict Calvinist faith, and 
emotions were to be controlled. Despite how poorly emotional 
expression was received in Switzerland, her heart was broken by 
all those children. She knew that most of them would never see 
their parents again.

“Oh, just for grown- up reasons like the war, you know. We 
wreak havoc, and you children pay for the plates we break.”

The blonde- haired, dark- eyed boy wrinkled his nose in con-
fusion at his teacher’s words. He had been with Miss Elisabeth 
for just over a year and had grown very attached to her. Though 
Miguel missed his parents, the young stranger from another coun-
try was the closest thing he had to a mother right then. He could 
barely recall the faces of his parents or remember what their home 
in Lavapiés had looked like before the war.

Elisabeth knew that they had been in Fascist territory for a 
while by that point. Franco’s troops occupied most of Castellón 
and Tarragona, but her group had to cross those regions to get 
to Barcelona and from there to France. Her boss had given clear 
orders: all volunteers must leave the country and take with them 
the children whose parents had not come for them.

She thought back to the bright morning of April  24, 1937, 
when they arrived in Burjassot, Valencia with four trucks loaded 
with three tons of supplies for humanitarian aid. They called 
the trucks Pestalozzi, Dunant, Wilson, and Nansen. The group 
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of volunteers felt like they were on an exciting trip, having the 
adventure of their lives.

The Francoists had refused all aid. Elisabeth’s boss, Rodolfo 
Olgiati, had contacted the authorities to assure them of the neu-
trality of their organization, Service Civil International, since, at 
the end of the day, orphans and hungry children had no ideology 
or political party— they were just people who needed urgent care. 
But Olgiati’s offers had been to no avail among the Nationalists.

The SCI workers had turned an abandoned house into their 
main base. They were all young idealists committed to pacifism, 
and many were from the Christian faith.

On May 4, 1937, they had headed to Madrid despite the dan-
ger. The city was under siege and was being bombed, and the 
Republican government could not feed the terrified, exhausted 
population. That had been the first of many trips and had 
impacted Elisabeth deeply. It was spring and still cool. They had 
left very early in the morning to get to Madrid, and terrible des-
peration met them when they arrived. The population did not 
have the strength to hold out any longer. The SCI workers made 
their way through a nearly phantasmal city. Grass was already 
starting to grow on some of the large mounds of rubble from 
collapsed buildings. They reached the area of the Atocha Station, 
where they intended to deliver food to the Hospital General y de 
la Pasión. The four trucks were crossing the plaza when the SCI 
workers heard the sound of airplanes overhead. They had orders 
to abandon the trucks in the case of emergency and to seek shelter. 
Elisabeth jumped out of the truck and ran toward the opening 
to a subway stop. The bombs started falling on pedestrians, and 
one hit a bus full of people. It immediately burst into f lames, and 
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people were getting out as best they could, some with their clothes 
burning.

Elisabeth was powerless. It was truly hell. Another plane 
approached, f lying low and firing on the population with machine 
guns. Bullets were f lying everywhere. Elisabeth pressed herself 
into the ground and watched as debris f lew into a woman holding 
a baby. The woman had been nursing her child on a bench and 
had not had time to seek shelter. The mother remained sitting 
upright, her bloodied head cocked backward. Once the plane was 
gone, Elisabeth ran over to help but saw it was too late. The baby 
continued to nurse unaware. Elisabeth gently took the baby and 
held her tight.

“Oh dear God,” she had said with a shudder, tears streaming 
down her milky- white face. The child wailed at being taken from 
her mother’s breast, and Elisabeth rocked and shushed her as 
pedestrians and nurses from the hospital just a few yards away 
tended to those wounded in the raid.

Now, a year and a half later as she was trying to escape from 
Spain, all those memories lacerated Elisabeth’s mind. How could 
she leave behind all those defenseless people to save her own life?

She shook her head and looked out the windshield. All she saw 
was the back of the truck in front of them and two dark- skinned 
girls peering out from under the green canopy. The only vehicle 
that was still working was that truck, which Karl was driving. The 
one in which Elisabeth sat had broken down, and the third was 
out of gas. Karl was towing them up the hills that were getting 
steeper and steeper.

The long line of cars and all sorts of vehicles came to a stop. 
Karl got out of the first truck, and Elisabeth followed his lead.

“Amparo,” she called to the oldest girl in the group, a child of 
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twelve, “look after the younger ones, and don’t let anyone get out 
of the truck.” Amparo kept her green eyes trained on Elisabeth 
and nodded firmly.

Elisabeth went up to Karl as he studied the endless line.
“I’m afraid the truck won’t hold out. We’re only a couple miles 

from Le Perthus now. I sure hope the gendarmes help us get to the 
Saint- Louis Hospital.”

“We’ve got eighty- four children with us, Karl. I don’t think 
they’re going to make us spend the night out in the snow.”

Karl frowned, unconvinced. “To the French, all these people 
are just a mass of dangerous Communists. I don’t think they under-
stand that the refugees are from every class, ideology, party, and 
persuasion. It makes things simpler to write them all off together. 
That way it’s easier to keep their conscience clear.”

Elisabeth studied Karl. He was not much older than her, but 
the war had matured and aged him quicker than his appearance 
let on.

“Well, I need to take some of the girls to the bathroom. Don’t 
leave without us.”

Karl smiled. Elisabeth was the only person in the world 
capable of making him forget the horror all around them. “You’d 
better hurry. This caravan could start moving again any second.”

Elisabeth went and called the girls who had been asking to 
go. Lourdes and Priscila were beautiful twins, identical down to 
their blue eyes and blond braids. María was a tiny Roma girl they 
had found on the side of the road. The SCI workers never learned 
her name because the child never spoke, so they just called her 
María. Elisabeth led the girls away from the road into the woods, 
but there were people everywhere. Some were eating, others were 
heating up tins of food over a fire, and most were just seated to 
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rest in the snow. Gazing off into the distance, their gaunt faces 
ref lected the weary sadness of their souls. Their cheeks were 
sunken with hunger, and their skin was pallid from exhaustion 
and malnourishment.

To get any privacy, Elisabeth had to lead the girls quite a ways 
away from the road to a large tree. She stood guard as they took 
care of their business, and then they made their way back. But the 
trucks were no longer there.

“Where did they go?” Lourdes asked.
Elisabeth was stunned. How could Karl leave her like this? 

She was in the middle of nowhere, with no food, water, or money. 
She and the girls were little more than four shadows cast across a 
white desert where the snow devoured everything, including the 
waning strength of their small, defenseless band.

Peter

SITGES

January 18, 1939

Peter and fifty of his comrades were all that was left of the 
Abraham Lincoln Brigade, a group of American patriots who had 
joined forces with a few Spaniards to rescue democracy in Spain. 
The brigade was all but disbanded. After the defeat at the Battle 
of the Ebro and the disappearance of their leader, Robert Hale 
Merriman, the group had joined other brigade fighters to attempt 
to halt the Fascist advance over Barcelona. While the last volun-
teers withdrew along the Paseo Marítimo toward the Iglesia de 
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San Bartolomé y Santa Tecla, Franco’s army was pounding them 
with artillery.

When they reached the church, Peter hopped up on the retain-
ing wall and from there tried to keep his men together.

The young officer had arrived in Spain in 1936 to compete 
in the People’s Olympiad that had come together as a boycott to 
the Berlin Olympics organized by Hitler and his henchmen. After 
a long trek across the Atlantic to London and then another boat 
ride down to Bilbao, Peter had traveled throughout Spain with 
his friend Mike. Both were going to compete in sprints and relay 
races. They were state champions from Ohio, but they had refused 
to represent their country in Berlin. Mike was a Jew from New 
York and was incensed that his country did nothing to boycott the 
Nazi regime.

“Mike, get your head down if you don’t want to see it f ly across 
the street!” Peter barked as bullets bounced off the rock facade. 
The rest of the men were hugging the ground, trying to catch 
their breath while their captain studied the map and waited for 
the air to clear so they could get out before the Fascists completely 
surrounded them.

There was a rumor that Franco’s troops did not take prison-
ers from the International Brigades, whom they accused of being 
recalcitrant Communists. But Peter knew that the latter claim was 
just Fascist propaganda. Steve Nelson, one of the political com-
missars, was openly Communist, but there were plenty of brigade 
members who merely sympathized with the Republican Party. 
Edward Carter, one of Peter’s companions in arms, was one of 
them. He was the son of missionaries who had worked in China 
and India for decades. Peter himself was the son of a Presbyterian 
minister, though he had to admit that he and his father did not see 
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eye to eye on everything— Peter’s fighting in the Spanish Civil 
War being one. Peter’s father, Sam Davis, was an old- fashioned, 
upright man with whom dialogue was nearly impossible, at least 
in Peter’s experience.

Mike touched his shoulder. “Hey, are you going to get us out 
of here or what?”

Peter folded up the map. “Yeah, there’s a fisherman’s wharf 
not far. I think our best bet is to get away on boat.”

“Have you lost your mind, Peter? Do you know how to drive 
a boat?”

“Well, my dad and I went out on Lake Erie a lot, and he taught 
me to man the tiller. That should be enough. We’re not too far 
from Barcelona.”

Mike motioned to the rest of the men, and they started firing 
like crazy while, little by little, the troop made its way around the 
church toward the pier. As the last soldiers turned the corner, a 
machine gun caught them. Mike fell to the ground.

Peter helped his friend to his feet and propped him up behind 
the church.

“Go on, leave me. The battle is over, and maybe those pigs 
will leave me be,” Mike gasped.

“You’re joking. They’ll blast your head off without thinking 
twice.” Peter dragged his friend as the rest of his men were reach-
ing the boat. Sgt. Robert Martínez picked the biggest boat, though 
their troop had dwindled to some thirty men. The soldiers loos-
ened the ties and raised the sails, which immediately swelled with 
the wind. Peter was just a few yards away from the boat. He heard 
shots close behind him and turned to face a Moroccan soldier from 
the Indigenous Regular Forces racing toward him with a dagger. 
Peter put Mike to the side, turned, and tried to block the hit. The 
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red eyes of the Moroccan Regular locked with his, and Peter won-
dered what in the world an African and an American were doing 
fighting in this fratricidal war.

The African began to gain on him, and the dagger was inches 
from Peter’s eye when Peter tucked and rolled and got on top of 
the Regular. The Moroccan’s strength began to give as the knife 
now approached his own shoulder, and he howled in pain when 
it dug in. He tried to get it out, but Peter took advantage of the 
distraction to punch him in the face repeatedly until he passed 
out. Peter picked Mike back up and jumped with him into the 
fishing boat.

“It’s got a motor!” Robert hollered.
“Then luck is on our side,” Peter called, yanking the pull rope. 

He had to try several times before the motor finally roared to life.
The boat was painfully slow in leaving the dock, and African 

soldiers began arriving and shooting. Peter’s men all hit the deck. 
The bullets shattered part of the rib but above the water line. 
When they were far enough out at sea, they lifted their heads to 
watch the boat drifting away from the dock until the town became 
a small dot on the horizon. Then Peter headed for Barcelona. 
It would not take long to get there, but his biggest worry was 
whether or not he would find Isabel. He feared she would have 
f led to the border with the rest of the refugees and that he would 
never find her again.

The sun shimmering on the crystalline water made Peter feel 
something like peace for a few moments. War was constant stress 
with hardly a moment to breathe. At the same time, Peter admit-
ted he had never felt so alive, despite being so close to death.
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T W O

Isabel

GRANOLLERS

January 17, 1939

I had never walked so far at once. We were exhausted and were 
barely even on the outskirts of Barcelona. Monserrat and Neus 
had gone their own way, and Ana had joined Susana and me, pain-
fully giving up the idea of waiting for Mike. It was too dangerous 
to stay. Our only food had been a bit of moldy cheese and black 
bread and a f lask of water a man with two mules gave us, plus 
two morsels of chocolate for the three of us to split. The chocolate 
was the last of what Peter had given me the last time we saw each 
other. We had gotten to spend one brief night together in a hotel 
in Barcelona. Part of the building had been caved in by bombs, 
which meant the rooms were cheaper than usual, and my husband 
had money from what his mother occasionally sent him. They 
had always had a good relationship, and he continued writing her 
behind his father’s back. He was the only child they had left. The 
oldest son had died of tuberculosis and the middle son of polio.

Our magical night together had been all too brief. It had come 
after months of being separated. His battalion had gone to fight at 
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Ebro, and only three out of every five soldiers had returned. Peter 
had lost some of his best friends: idealist students who believed 
they could keep Fascism from taking over the world. But it was 
too late. Spain was in Franco’s clutches, and Hitler was gobbling 
up more and more territories in Europe seemingly unopposed. 
Peter always said that, when the British prime minister promised 
“peace for our time,” all he really got was time for the Nazis to get 
stronger and bolder.

“Should we sit for a while?”
Susana’s words brought me out of my reverie.
“Here, in the middle of nowhere with all these people around? 

We need somewhere for shelter. It’s freezing, and the tempera-
ture’s only going to drop,” I said.

“Well, we’ve passed Granollers, and there aren’t any more 
towns until Cardedeu.”

Ana starting hopping around, and we both stared at her.
“What’s gotten into you?” I asked.
“A truck! There’s a truck coming!”
People moved as the truck approached slowly but with enough 

velocity to run over anyone who did not get to the side. Ana 
stepped out in front of it, and the driver had to brake suddenly.

“Are you crazy?” the driver hollered from inside the cabin. He 
had white hair, a bushy beard, and a cap pushed far down over his 
eyes. He was chewing on a toothpick, and a silver cross peeked out 
from underneath his open shirt.

“Please, can you give us a ride to the next town? We’re 
exhausted,” Ana said.

“It’s not my fault you city girls are weak and lazy!”
“No, that’s not it,” Ana said seriously. Then she opened her 

jacket and patted her belly. “It’s that I’m pregnant.”
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I stared at her in surprise. She had not said anything about 
that before.

The driver sighed. “Fine, get in the back, but hurry or else 
everybody else will want to get on and I’ll have to get my gun out.”

I helped Ana up into the truck, then Susana helped me. It 
was quite dark inside, but soon we sensed human breathing all 
around. About thirty people were crammed inside, their eyes 
barely ref lecting the dim light that filtered through the canvas 
roof. The collective body warmth had cut the chill, but the smell 
was unbearable.

Once the truck was on its way again, I heard the cry of a young 
child. The woman beside me had a baby with her.

“You don’t happen to have anything I could give my son, do 
you? He hasn’t eaten since yesterday, and my milk has dried up.”

“No, I’m sorry,” Susana said. She was the brashest of us, but 
I dug around for a mandarin orange and gave a few slices to the 
mother. The child mashed them greedily between his few teeth.

“Thank you,” she said. “I’m Soledad Puertolas, from 
Calatayud.”

“I thought Aragon had fallen a long time ago,” I answered.
“Well, I’ve been in Barcelona for the past year. My husband is 

a radio announcer, one of those that gives the hourly news report.”
“He must have been working around the clock the past couple 

of years,” Susana said with a snort.
Soledad gave the baby another slice of orange and then looked 

up at us. My eyes had finally adjusted to the dark, but I could still 
barely make out her face and could not tell for sure what color her 
hair was.

“He died yesterday. He was at the Ràdio Associació de 
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Catalunya studio during yesterday’s bombing. I couldn’t even bury 
him. His body was all over the street.”

“Oh God, how terrible!” Ana cried. She had removed the bag 
that had served as her prop for the feigned pregnancy.

“We’d been together for ten years. Nobody thought we’d 
make it— an Aragonese woman with a Catalonian man— but the 
only thing that could drive us apart was the damned war.” Soledad 
broke down crying, and I rested my hand on her shoulder.

“The war’s pretty much over now, though.”
“I know, but that just makes me angrier. Just a little longer and 

we would’ve survived.”
“Where are you headed now?” Susana asked.
“To my husband’s aunt’s house in Figueres. I hope she’s still 

there anyway. She’s the only person I’ve got left in Catalonia.”
Susana and Ana both grabbed onto my hands to steady them-

selves. Every story we encountered along the way ref lected the 
horror of the damned war that so many had greeted with cheers 
at first, stupidly thinking that war could solve the country’s 
problems. All it got us was starvation and destruction.

“Why don’t you stay in Barcelona? Franco’s troops probably 
wouldn’t do anything to you now,” Ana said.

Soledad shook her head with a renewed sob. “My husband was 
a well- known journalist. Those brutes wouldn’t leave me alone.”

“You’re right about that.” Susana nodded. She belonged to the 
National Confederation of Labor, the strongest anarchist union 
in the country. “I’ve heard that the Moors are raping women and 
bashing their children against the walls so that Franco can say he’s 
leading a crusade against Communism.”

We were quiet after that. We were so exhausted that we dozed 
propped up against one another, avoiding the interminable terror 
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of war for a few brief moments. We had lost everything but our 
personal freedom, the last thing we had left. Our only hope was 
for Europe to go to war and help us kick Franco and his hosts back 
to Africa where they should have stayed.

Elisabeth

THE FRENCH BORDER

January 17, 1939

Elisabeth found a broken- down shack near the border to stay in 
with the girls for the night. The poor children were freezing. 
Their light coats and open shoes offered scant protection, and 
they all huddled close together to share whatever warmth they 
could. Elisabeth had gotten a small fire going, but it burned out 
completely within a couple hours. Her threadbare shawl served as 
a meager blanket, and the tiny María was trembling uncontrolla-
bly beside her.

“It’s all right,” Elisabeth said, holding the child. “We’ll be in 
France soon, and things will get better.”

María looked up. Though she never spoke, her huge dark 
pupils expressed more than words could have. She had been 
through so much already in her short life. She had lost her parents 
and was completely alone in the world. Elisabeth could not bear 
to imagine what the child must be feeling. She herself had been 
raised in an affectionate family that launched her into adulthood 
fully prepared with studies and a career as a teacher. Her voca-
tion was children, but a few years before she would never have 
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imagined that she would find herself far from home in a foreign 
country in the middle of an armed conflict. Her mother’s words 
circled her head. Every night Marie Eidenbenz read Scripture to 
her children and put them to bed with a prayer. She would end 
with, “Never forget: We’re here on earth to serve the needy.”

As soon as the sky started to lighten over the mountains, 
Elisabeth roused the girls to keep walking. The children were hun-
gry and weak, but there was no one to ask for help even though 
they were surrounded by countless others. Everyone was in the 
same misery. Tens of thousands of refugees, perhaps hundreds of 
thousands, walked like automatons with the shared hope that the 
French border authorities would allow them to cross.

Elisabeth picked up the smallest twin, Priscila. The child was 
so worn down she could barely stand. Her bones poked uncom-
fortably into Elisabeth’s hip, and within thirty minutes the young 
nurse was so fatigued she was only moving by inertia. She tried 
to clear her head of the exhaustion. She knew they would arrive 
at the border within hours. Then the column of people they had 
been walking with halted at the mouth of a tunnel.

“What’s going on?” Elisabeth asked an old couple ahead of 
them. The man was wearing a tailored suit, wide- brimmed hat, 
and cashmere coat. The woman wore a leather coat and small 
black wool hat perched at an angle.

“We don’t know, honey. Around here nobody lets us know 
what’s going on.”

Elisabeth went up to a military vehicle. Seeing that she was 
dressed as a nurse, the driver stopped, and a lieutenant looked out 
at her. “Yes?” he said.

“I’m a volunteer with Service Civil International.”
“Are the children with you orphans?” the officer asked. He 
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looked too young for his job. His thin, blond mustache hardly 
made up for his boyish features.

Elisabeth nodded. “I got off our truck to take the girls to the 
bathroom, and we lost sight of the vehicles we were with. We need 
to get to the border as soon as possible.”

A black corporal with thick black eyebrows sighed and said, 
“Let her move along like the rest of these poor people.”

“Oh, come on, Fernando, don’t be an ass. She’s a young for-
eigner who left everything to come help our cause, and we’re 
going to give her a hand. Tell the men to scoot together and put 
the girls in the back. You,” he looked at Elisabeth, “can sit up here 
with me.” The officer moved to make space between himself and 
the driver.

Elisabeth gratefully accepted without hesitation. “Thank you 
so much, Mr . . .”

“Lt. Ramírez Cuesta, but you can call me Tomás.”
“Thank you, Tomás.”
“Don’t mention it. The sooner we’re out of the cemetery that 

Spain has become, the better for all of us. But we’ll be back to give 
the Fascists what they deserve.”

The Renault AGK coughed and spluttered as it started back 
up. The exhaust pipe popped several times and emitted a large 
puff of black smoke.

“I hope this piece of junk holds out just a bit longer,” Tomás 
said, patting the dash.

The civilians on foot let the military truck through, and 
Elisabeth felt herself relaxing just a bit.

“So what brought you into this damned war?” the lieutenant 
asked while lighting a cigarette.
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“Well, I wanted to take care of the children and give them a 
shot to survive.”

A half smile crossed Tomás’s face. “Help people you’d never 
met before? You’re a saint. Really terrible things have happened 
in this war, but at least every now and then an angel comes down 
from heaven to remind us all is not lost.”

“I imagine all wars are just as bad,” Elisabeth mused.
“No— it’s for sure that they’re all bad, but a war between 

brothers is especially terrible. At the Battle of the Ebro, I was con-
stantly afraid I was shooting at my own brother and going to kill 
him. He’s on the other side; that’s just how it happened. Look, 
miss, in this war just like other wars there are hundreds of thou-
sands of people in it for their political leanings. But the rest of us, 
we just sort of got assigned to a side, you see? When the war broke 
out, the people of our town f lushed out all the right- wingers, espe-
cially those in the CEDA and the Falange, and they took them on 
a little walk, shall we say. Against the cemetery wall they shot 
them all and dumped them in one big grave. They didn’t care that 
the women and children were screaming for mercy. So obviously 
I joined the Republic’s side to avoid that kind of death. The war 
snuck up on my brother while he was doing his military service in 
Africa, and he crossed the Strait with the airplanes that Germany 
loaned Franco. When he got to our town, he had to kill the people 
who’d executed the right- wingers and plenty of others, too, who 
were completely innocent but whom his army accused of being 
Communists. It’s a complete shame.”

The vehicle approached the border in a long line of other 
idling cars and trucks.

“Don’t you have anything to give those poor children?” Tomás 
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asked some of his men. Two soldiers each took out a chocolate bar, 
and the girls’ eyes lit up.

“Eat slowly so it doesn’t give you a stomachache,” Elisabeth 
said, unable to keep the envy out of her own eyes.

Tomás turned to her and handed her another bar. “To get you 
through the rest of the journey.”

Elisabeth said, “Thank you, Lieutenant, I don’t know how I’ll 
every repay you.”

“What you’ve already done for Spain deserves a medal. All 
we’ve done is kill people. You help them grow up and become 
strong and wise so they don’t repeat our mistakes.”

Elisabeth nibbled a tiny morsel of the chocolate before putting 
the rest into her bag for the girls for later. The taste on her tongue 
was a rush of pleasure. It was not like Swiss chocolate, but it tasted 
like heaven.

The soldiers got out of the truck to walk the last half mile on 
foot. Three of them carried one girl each and left them in front of 
the customs post before getting in the military line.

“Thank you for everything,” Elisabeth said, shaking 
Tomás’s hand.

“It’s been a delight to talk for a few moments with someone 
civilized. These men,” he waved to his soldiers, “are a bunch of 
dimwits. They’re brave and loyal but ignorant as dirt.”

Tomás put his hat on and joined his men. Elisabeth watched 
them for a few moments. When they reached the border, French 
police and military officers shouted at them in French to throw 
their guns on a large pile on the right. Then Tomás’s men were 
searched unceremoniously like criminals.

Fernando balked, and one of the French soldiers smacked him 
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with the butt of his gun. Tomás raised his hands to calm his men 
down. To a French official, he said, “We’re soldiers, not bandits.”

“You’re Communists Reds, and Franco should’ve given you 
what you deserve.”

Fernando spat at him, and the soldier hit him again.
Finally Tomás’s men were allowed to pass and were led to a 

row of waiting trucks.
Elisabeth went up to the border with the girls, and a soldier 

stopped them abruptly.
“You can’t pass!” he shouted with his arm stuck out to block 

the way.
“I’m a Swiss volunteer, and these children have permission 

to cross. My colleagues must have come by yesterday. We’re all 
headed to Perpignan.”

“No,” the soldier said, not even deigning to look at the papers 
Elisabeth held out.

“But the children need somewhere to sleep,” Elisabeth said 
in French.

The soldier frowned. His bushy beard made him look like a 
shipwreck victim in the middle of a white ocean.

“I’m a Swiss citizen,” Elisabeth insisted.
The officer who had given the Spanish soldiers a hard time 

approached. “What’s going on? Ma’am, you can’t cross the border 
without a visa.”

“I’m a Swiss citizen, and these girls are under my charge. The 
rest of my colleagues crossed yesterday and are waiting for us at 
the hospital in Perpignan.” She handed over her documents.

The officer read them carefully, then said shortly, “You can 
cross, but not the girls.”
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“That’s absurd! These girls have no one but me!” Her voice 
trembled as her nerves wore thin.

The officer shrugged and handed her papers back. “The bor-
der is closed until we get new orders. I doubt you’ll be able to get 
in for at least another week. The Red Cross is putting up some 
barracks. There’s not enough room for all these people,” he said, 
nodding toward the thousands of people all around.

Elisabeth could not leave the girls by themselves, so she 
decided to wait. Near the border she found a group of Quaker 
volunteers. Hopefully they could help her until she found a way 
to get to France.

Peter

BARCELONA

January 18, 1939

Peter and his comrades managed to dock the boat in the port of 
Barcelona. The fuel had run out a few miles from the coast, but 
the strong winds carried them the rest of the way. Five of the men 
were wounded, but Mike was the most seriously injured. Peter 
helped his friend get out of the boat, and they hailed a car that was 
headed to Las Ramblas street.

“What do you want?” the driver demanded. “The Fascists 
are right outside the city, and people are f leeing Barcelona. The 
African legionnaires are mowing down anyone they find with 
machine guns.”
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“We’ve just come from the front. We’ve got to get some of our 
wounded men to the hospital,” Peter explained.

The militiaman shrugged. “You won’t find any open. The 
doctors and nurses are getting out too. The only ones having a 
good time are the bourgeoise. I always said we should’ve taken 
them out first.”

“Well, while you and your people went around murdering at 
the rear guard, we’ve been out trying to save the country. These 
men here have fought for the Republic.”

The militiaman made a crude gesture, and Peter’s men cocked 
their guns at him.

“Get out of the car, now!” Peter ordered.
“What, are you a bunch of anarchist shitheads?” the militia-

man asked, tightening his grip on the steering wheel.
“We’re human beings, not like you vermin,” one of the bri-

gade fighters said.
Peter’s men grabbed and forced the militiamen out of the car 

and then headed for Hospital Sant Pau. The streets were nearly 
deserted, and businesses had been sacked and shop windows bro-
ken. Peter thought back to October 28, when the International 
Brigades paraded through these same streets in their last official 
act. Some brigade soldiers, like him, had stayed to keep fighting. 
Most who stayed had a Spanish girlfriend or wife or just did not 
want to go back home and tell everyone they had lost the war, 
though survival was its own sort of victory.

The sun that autumn afternoon had seemed less vibrant than 
a few days before when they buried Chaskel Honigstein, the last 
brigade fighter officially recognized as fallen in battle. Peter knew, 
however, than many more brigade soldiers had died throughout 
the long winter that followed. As the brigades marched through 
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the streets of Barcelona, people put f lower crowns on the sol-
diers’ heads, and women stopped them to kiss them. José Herrera 
Petere’s poem honoring Hongistein had already become famous, 
and some were reciting it. Many of the brigade soldiers cried. 
Others smiled bravely, feeling like the last free men on earth.

The French and Hungarian brigades went first with their 
clean, elegant uniforms and marched with precise order. The 
Germans and Poles followed in impeccable formation. Then came 
the soldiers from the United States, dressed each according to his 
preference or even in peasant garb, their hands in their pockets 
and cigarettes balanced on their lower lips.

Milton Wolff led them. Every few steps he stooped to pick up 
a f lower from the street and put it in his pocket or throw it back to 
the crowd that had gathered to bid farewell to the brigades.

A few days later Peter had read Herbert Matthews’s descrip-
tion of the US fighters in the New York Times: “They could not seem 
to keep in step or line, but everyone who saw them knew that 
these were true soldiers.”

People were breaking through the security ropes to hug and 
kiss the soldiers. Women and children made them nearly lose their 
balance. For those brief moments, all the sacrifice seemed worth it.

Peter had heard that even Ernest Hemingway cried at the 
news that the International Brigades were going home. Many 
of them had enlisted after Hemingway’s rousing call to join the 
brigades during his famous speech at the National Congress of 
American Writers in June 1937 in New York.

Now, as he and his men were approaching the majestic, mod-
ernist hospital, Peter noted how the plaza was pocked with gaping 
holes from falling bombs and all sorts of belongings people left 
behind as they f led. They parked in front of the main entrance and 
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ran inside looking for a doctor. All they found was an abandoned 
wheelchair, broken jars, and blood- soaked bandages strewn about.

“We need help here!” Peter roared in desperation. He let his 
head fall to his chest under the weight of all the pent- up pressure.

“Over here,” a short man in a white coat called. They brought 
the wounded men in, two each per stretcher, and walked quickly 
down the hallway where they had seen the doctor. Behind an 
open door they saw the only room that seemed to maintain a 
semblance of order. A dozen beds were occupied, and many more 
were empty.

“Put them in the beds so I can look at their wounds,” the doc-
tor said and then went around examining each soldier.

Peter stood by helping. “How is it that you’ve hung around? 
Why didn’t you leave too?” he asked.

“They’re transferring all the wounded to the border, fearing 
that Franco’s soldiers would do away with them. They’ve only left 
the ones who can’t travel,” the doctor said with a shrug.

“You haven’t answered my question.”
At that, the doctor looked up. His round glasses and longish 

gray hair gave him the look of a wise, distracted professor. “If the 
Nationalists kill me for saving lives, that’s not a world I’m inter-
ested in living in anyhow. You see?”

When the doctor got to Mike, he grimaced. “This one’s not 
looking good. I can give him some penicillin, but it looks like he’s 
already got an infection where the bullet went through him. If he 
makes it through the night, he might survive.”

Peter hung his head again and swallowed back tears.
“Don’t worry,” the doctor said, placing his hand on Peter’s 

arm. “It’ll be as God wills. That he’s survived the war this long is 
already a miracle.”
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Peter straightened. He had to try to find Isabel before dark. 
He grabbed Mike’s hand and said, “I’ll be back as soon as I can be.”

Mike groaned softly but did not open his eyes. Peter let his 
hand drop. With the sleeves of his fighter jacket, he wiped his eyes, 
then headed for the plaza. The car had disappeared.
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